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The non-performing loan markets in Bulgaria and Romania have the 
biggest growth potential among the countries in the Southeastern 
European region, Rasmus Hansson, Strategy and M&A director at 

B2Holding ASA, the Norwegian debt solutions provider that in the first half of 
2016 acquired DCA (Debt Collection Agency). “By the time we still have not 
possessed DCA the share of NPLs from banks in our Bulgarian subsidiary has 
been under 50 percent. As part of our network now DCA has the investment 
capacity to acquire more of these portfolios”, Rasmus commented.         

B2Holding signed an agreement to acquire DCA in May 2016. 

Hansson noted that banks in Bulgaria have not started to sell NPLs 
actively but the process is expected to pick up this year. In his opinion banks 
are expected to release bad loans with a face value of around 500 million euro 
to 1 billion euro on the Bulgarian market in 2017. NPLs in Bulgaria fell to 6.99 
billion levs (3.57 billion euro) at the end of 2016 standing at 12 percent of the 
total loan portfolio. 

B2Holding is operating on the Romanian market as well. In September 
2016, B2Holding ASA, via its fully owned subsidiary Ultimo Netherlands, 
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>> Money keeps many 
couples together

For a significant number 
of people it’s money, not 
just love which keeps them 
together, the 4th European 
Consumer Payment Report has 
found. 17% of its respondents 
agreed with the statement 
that ‘My financial situation is a 
factor for not ending my rela-
tionship’. The picture is not all 
that different between men 
and women, with 18% of all 
male respondents and 16% of 
all female respondents agree-
ing that finances play a role 
in their decision-making. The 
most surprising results come 
from France. Often referred to 
as the home of romance, 39% 
of French respondents agreed 
that their financial situation 
is a factor in them staying 
with their partner, the highest 
percentage of all the coun-
tries surveyed. And the figure 
climbs to as much as 45% for 
French males, suggesting that 
their reputation as incurable 
romantics in a relationship of-
ten gives way to more practi-
cal, financial considerations.

>> Credit difficulties  
across Europe

44 percent of Europeans  
say they have failed to pay 
a bill during the last year, 
according to the European 
Consumer Payment Report. 
The report shows more 
and more Europeans find 
themselves in a tough financial 
situation. The number of 
Europeans that feel a constant 
pressure from not having 
enough money has grown 
since last year. This leads 
to stress and anxiety, and 
many of those with financial 
problems say they have lower 
hopes and expectations for 
their financial future. Some 
also say, that they need 
to borrow money to pay 
their bills. 17 percent of all 
Europeans have borrowed 
money or maxed out their 
credit card in order to pay bills 
the last six months.

entered into an agreement to acquire a residential mortgage NPL portfolio 
in Bulgaria’s northern neighbour country. The portfolio consists of some 6,800 
loans secured by real estate collaterals. The portfolio has a nominal value of 
some 370 million euro. The seller of the NPLs was Banca Comerciala Romana 
(BCR), the biggest bank in the country in terms of assets that is part of the 
Austrian Erste Group. For the purpose of the deal B2Holding entered into 
partnership with other major debt solution provider in Romania. “Romania is 
a larger and more active NPL market than Bulgaria”, Hansson also said. The 
Romanian banks’ NPLs ratio stood at 11.30% at the end of 2016, down from 
13.5% in 2015, Romanian central bank figures showed. 

The Norwegian company operates in a total of 16 countries, it has 1500 
employees and more than 4 500 000 acquired debts for over EUR 3 billion. The 
head office of B2Holding is in Oslo, Norway. In the region of Southeast Europe 
the debt solution provider is present also in Serbia, Montenegro, Croatia and 
Slovenia. 

„NPLs with a face 
vaLue of uP to  

€1 biLLioN 
wouLd be Purchased 

iN buLgaria 
iN 2017.“ 

 shopping online is common among young europeans. 42 per-
cent of all europeans aged 18-24 regularly shop online. 

 32 percent use their credit card when they  
shop online.

 Being just one click from buying things, makes it easy to shop 
for a little more than they had planned, says 36 percent.

 24 percent of young europeans think it is okay to buy consumer 
goods with a payment plan, or on credit.

  27 percent of all young europeans say they don´t have their 
financial situation under control, and 19 percent say their finan-
cial situation is not getting better.

 1 in 4 young europeans consider leaving their country due to 
their financial situation. In Hungary this figure is 46 percent.

 If leaving their country for another, the UK is the top country to 
move to. On the other hand, 29 percent of the young Brits also 
consider moving to another country.

 Many europeans live with their parents longer than they want 
to. 28 percent of the parents say their children choose to live at 
home due to financial reasons.

 one in five has been forced to move back home to their par-
ents due to the financial situation.

 45 percent of european parents believe they will need to finan-
cially support their children after having moved from home.

10 financial facts 
about young Europeans 

>> 29% of Europeans  
don’t have enough  
money 

More Europeans than 
ever face difficulties in 
making ends meet, the 
4th consecutive European 
Consumer Payment Report 
suggests. As many as 29 
percent of them say they do 
not have enough money for 
a dignified existence. This is 
an increase from last year’s 
result (26 per cent) and the 
highest level ever in the four 
year history of the European 
Consumer Payment Report. 
39 percent, of the Europeans 
say they are worried after 
having paid their bills that 
the money that is left will not 
suffice. This is also an increase 
compared to last year’s result 
of 35 percent. On a more 
positive note, 30 percent of 
the Europeans agree in the 
statement that their own 
financial situation is getting 
better, while 29 percent 
disagree to the statement.     

>> 45% of consumers  
turn to the family  
in need of money    

Nearly half of the Europeans 
turn to the family when in 
need for extra money to 
pay the bills, the European 
Consumer Payment Report 
shows. More than 32 percent 
of them say they turn to their 
own bank in such a situation. 
Borrowing money from friends 
is the third most common 
place to turn to (23%). 
As more and more niche 
banks occur in the market, 
consumers also seek financing 
from these new sources. One 
in ten (11 percent) turn to a 
bank other than their own 
or uses SMS/online credit (10 
percent) to finance their bills. 
Interestingly, citizens of the 
countries in the North, that is 
generally known for a more 
stable financial situation than 
further south, more and more 
have to borrow money to pay 
off monthly bills.      

Rasmus Hansson,  
B2Holding’s Strategy  

and M&A director
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Several valuable deals about portfolios of corporate non-
performing loans in Bulgaria have been concluded and 
we will see a significant growth in this market. These 

are the expectations of Debt Collection Agency EAD, the 
Bulgarian subsidiary of B2Holding ASA, one of the leading 
debt solution providers in Europe.    

There are forecasts that the value of the overdue receivables 
to be sold in Bulgaria in 2017 will be doubled in comparison to 
the previous up to BGN 2 billion. The sales of non-performing 
loans granted to corporate customers is expected to generate 
20 up to 30% of the total debt to be purchased. The banks will 
be the main players in this process, driven by the high share 
of the corporate NPLs in their portfolios. Despite the recent 
positive trend for corporate NPLs to gradually improve as a 
proportion of all loans, at end-2016 their ratio still remains well 
above the EU average, standing at 16.3 percent (EUR 2.7 billion). 
The high corporate NPL stock remains an obstacle for the 
banking system and the economy as a whole, a problem that 
was addressed in the last annual economic in-depth analysis of 
the European Commission.

The picture, however, has been changing and more and 
more banks are willing to sell their NPLs granted to corporate 
customers. The first sizeable deal in the segment was signed in 
January 2017 when DCA purchased from UniCredit Bulbank a 
portfolio of NPLs. The portfolio included secured and unsecured 

non-performing loans granted to corporate customers and 
had a legal claim value of some 93 million euro. “The sale is 
part of UniCredit Group’s on-going activities to sell non-core 
assets and strengthen its credit profile”, Italy’s UniCredit 
Group announced. The deal was the largest one in terms of 
gross principal value. Again in January B2 KAPITAL d.o.o., 
the Slovenian subsidiary of B2Holding ASA, was a party in a 
non-performing retail loan transaction with UniCredit Bank 
Slovenia. The portfolio included unsecured and secured non-
performing loans with a gross principal value of approximately 
EUR 110 million granted to private individuals and corporate 
customers. The transaction reflected UniCredit Group’s efforts 
to strengthen its loan portfolio.  

The transaction between DCA and Unicredit is expected to 
impact the secondary market for corporate NPLs significantly. 
Recently this market has remained dormant, due to the still 
sizeable price gap between the sellers and buyers. Banks 
themselves escaped this niche and preferred to focus on the sale 
of non-collateralized consumer NPLs, a segment that has been 
overactive for the last two years. Collection agencies themselves 
have also been more risk averse and have not purchased 
intercompany debts that bring a relatively higher risk and less 
liquidity, reflecting the long-term period for collection and the 
higher administrative expenses. Now the price gap seems to be 
covered and this makes the market stronger for sales of SME 
NPLs.

Selling non-performing loans, banks reintegrate part of 
the provisions they levy back in their profits. This move 
simproves their profitability and increase their equity. 

From collection agencies’ point of view with purchasing 
overdue corporate loans we broaden our spectrum of business 
and provide more opportunities for the banks. As part of 
the Norwegian B2Holding ASA that is quite experienced in 
purchasing corporate NPLs, DCA has the investment capacity to 
comply with the expectations. We have collected intercompany 
debts via Smart Collect, DCA’s subsidiary specialized in 
collection of commercial bad debts.     

We possess enough legal mechanisms and tools in order to 
collect B2B debts. The challenges, however, are quite a lot. The 

process of collection corporate loans is long and is accompanied 
with a lot of risks. We hire external attorneys-in-law, real 
estate experts and consultants that access the loan portfolios 
to be sold as well as the opportunities for the revenues to be 
collected. They also check the real estate that secure the loans 
granted, the liquidity and the indebtedness of the companies 
that meet difficulties in their usual activity. This increases our 
expenses. The long procedures for solving arguments, including 
the inefficient insolvency framework, are an additional barrier 
to our services. The absence of a single credit registry has a 
negative impact on our business, too. The efficiency, the 
swiftness and the pricing of the executive court orders are also 
challenges.       

Nina Stancheva,  
CEO of DCA:  

We expect a 
stronger market 
for sales of NPLs

The European Commission: 
Bulgaria needs a more liquid market for sales  
of corporate NPLs

A more liquid market for sales of small and medium 
enterprises (SME) and mortgage non-performing 
loans (NPLs) could facilitate writing-off the NPL 

stock, improve the financial performance of banks and lower 
the corporate indebtedness,  according to the last annual 
economic in-depth analysis of the European Commission.   

The NPL ratio remains high in spite of the recent 
positive trend, the European Commission warned. NPLs as a 
proportion of all loans gradually improved to 12% at end-2016, 
still well above the EU-average. The ratio of corporate NPLs is 
still significantly worse than the aggregate, standing at 16.3% 
at end-2016. The stock of corporate NPLs stood at EUR 2.7 
billion. Most of these are loans to large corporate clients that 
banks have not been able to work out or dispose of, the EC 

experts announced. In their opinion the high corporate NPL 
stock will remain an obstacle for the banking system and the 
economy as a whole.    

The underdeveloped secondary market for sales of SME and 
mortgage NPLs, reflecting the still-sizeable price gap between 
sellers and buyers, is the main reason for the high NPL level 
in these two segments of the banking lending. The inefficient 
insolvency framework and the incomplete credit registry are 
the other two obstacles. A more liquid market for sales of SME 
and mortgage NPLs could facilitate writing-off the NPL stock 
and help the restructuring of viable businesses that are still 
burdened by high levels of indebtedness. This could contribute 
to the ongoing corporate deleveraging trend and potentially 
result in higher credit growth and private sector investment.       

A hundred million deal

DCA and 
Unicredit 
opened the 
corporate NPLs 
market  
in Bulgaria

Seller Buyer Transactions Size

DCA Unicredit Bulbank Secured and unsecured non-
performing corporate loans €93 million

B2 KAPITAL UniCredit Bank Slovenia
Unsecured and secured non-

performing loans granted to private 
individuals and corporate customers

€110 million

THE DEALS BETWEEN B2HOLDING AND UNICREDIT
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Las PaLmas de Gran Canaria, sPain

with an average annual temperature of 21.3 °C throughout the year the 
capital of Gran Canaria island has the glory of the place with the best 
climate in the world and every year attracts hundred thousand tourists from 
the whole world. In spite of a beautiful natural environment and sands, 
the resort charms with its plentiful cultural programme - a world-famous 
carnival, music and film festivals, concerts, theater, opera, visual arts and 
others. the city centre of las Palmas is included in the tentative list of 
UNesCO world Heritage sites.

TbiLisi, GeorGia

located on the crossroads of europe and Asia, tbilisi has always been a 
point of contention between various rival empires throughout history and 
an important transit road for global energy and trade projects. tbilisi’s varied 
history is reflected in its architecture, which is a mix medieval, classical, 
Middle eastern, Art Nouveau, stalinist and Modernist structures. Historically, 
tbilisi has been home to people of diverse cultural, ethnic, and religious 
backgrounds, though it is overwhelmingly eastern Orthodox Christian. All 
these make the city colorful in the eyes of the tourists.   
   

maLaGa, sPain

Malaga is one of the oldest cities in the world, founded in the 8th century 
by the Phoenicians. today, art is everywhere-- you can experience exhibits 

dedicated to glass and crystal, classic cars, contemporary installations, and, 
of course, the works of Picasso, who was born here. wander past banana 
trees and beautiful fountains as you walk through Paseo del Parque, then 
hit the old city to quench your thirst at a spanish tavern.

Kiev, UKraine

Having survived the Mongol empire, wwII, Chernobyl, and soviet rule, 
Kiev is the proud capital of the Ukraine. filled with theaters, museums, 
religious sites, modern buildings and ancient ruins, the city of Kiev is the 
center of Ukrainian culture. the Monastery of the Caves, founded in 1015, 
and saint sophia Cathedral, founded in 1037, are both world Heritage sites. 
the Museum of the Great Patriotic war, topped by the massive Motherland 
statue, provides gorgeous views of the city below.  

KaLininGrad, rUssia

A little extra chunk of Russia stuck between lithuania and Poland on the 
Baltic sea, Kaliningrad was known as Königsberg from its founding by 
the teutonic Knights in the 13th century until after world war II. It was 
renamed, repopulated with Russians and became part of the soviet Union. 
today, as it has been for centuries, it’s known for amber products, with most 
of the world’s harvestable amber still lying off its coast. the 14th century 
Königsberg Cathedral is a main city attraction.  

WroCLaW, PoLand

wroclaw is Poland’s fourth-largest city and the capital of the Viovodship of 
lower silesia. Originally (in medieval times) built across several islands, the 
city still has many lovely bridges and beautiful architecture. Not far from 
the German border in the country’s southeast, wroclaw gets lots of German 
tourists. the central square, lined by colorful buildings, is one of the city’s 
most popular destinations.

boLoGna, iTaLy

while crowds of tourists fill Venice, florence and Rome, Bologna remains 
relatively quiet in comparison. this medieval university town is charming, 
historic and fun to explore… and you’ll find Bologna’s local cuisine is light-
years away from the American deli meat bearing the city’s name. 

Top destinations 
on the rise in Europe

Some cities always would be in the hearts of the tourists as their top destinations. 
There are other cities, however, that are attracting more and more 

travelers from all over the world. See the top rising destinations in Europe 
according to the fans of www.tripadvisor.com.

See the other cities in the ranklist on www.tripadvisor.com.   6


